
King’s School Program Challenge:
We had a different MDM vendor in place, but were unhappy with the level of support we were receiving 
from them. We were on the look out for an MDM solution that would enable us to manage an entire suite 
of iPads on one platform, allow for content management for our modern language courses and track 
devices. Most importantly, we were looking for better levels of customer support.

The Solution:
Mobile Guardian are able to provide us with features that help us understand more of how students are 
using technology and they also has a very nice and intuitive user interface that provides clear points of 
comparison between application usage.

Location
Japan

Device Quantity
4000+

Device Type
iOS

Our Report Card

Overall

5/5

Features & Functionality

4/5 4/5

Customer Support

Ease of Use

5/5

Value for Money

5/5 5/5

Ease of Migration

The King’s School Manage Solution

“We were very impressed 
by Mobile Guardian’s 
support which made 
switching over an easy 
decision ”

R. Falcon,
 IT Manager

http://www.mobileguardian.com


“ The Mobile Guardian setup 
process was very quick and without 
hiccups.. ”
R. Falcon
IT Manager, The King’s School

Designed for schools. Loved by parents.

sales@mobileguardian.com 
www.mobileguardian.com

Our Report Card

Purpose-built for education, Mobile Guardian is a cloud-based, easy-to-use solution that helps 
schools safeguard students online, no matter where they are. It offers classroom management tools, 
secure web-filtering, mobile device management, multi-school management and linked parental 
controls Mobile Guardian provides safe online learning environments for students around the world.

About Mobile Guardian 

Mobile Guardian’s Support was very impressive!
We were very impressed by Mobile Guardian’s support. The initial setup was quick and without 
hiccups. We went from their web demonstration, straight to trial and then made the purchase once 
the testing period was done.

Device Management has never been simpler.
Overall, we were very impressed with Mobile Guardian. Once installed, one of the immediate 
benefits was the simplification of managing devices within our school. Secondly, the support 
provided by Mobile Guardian was significantly better than our previous MDM provider. 

http://www.mobileguardian.com

